Nine Commentaries on the Chinese Communist Party: Common Sense of the 21st Century?
Chinascope

In 1776, a booklet titled Common Sense fueled the growing discontent among the King’s
subjects in America. Thomas Paine’s simple words, logic, and conviction gave millions of
Americans a cause to fight for. A revolution began. A great nation was born.

In 2004, a book called the Nine Commentaries on the Communist Party was published. The
book made piercing revelations about the Chinese Communist Party’s evil nature, and predicted
the Party’s demise in the near future. Millions across China have surreptitiously read the book,
and passed it on to friends and family. Will this book do in China what
Common Sense
did for the American Revolution? Will this book change people’s outlook about the future of
China and inspire them to fight for a future without Communism? This paper explores the
answers.
Read the
Nine Commentaries on The Communist Party

Nine Commentaries on The Communist Party
At the National Press Club at Washington, D.C., Congressman Tom Tancredo gave a speech at
A Closer Look into China Forum. [1]. The Congressman drew an analogy between the Nine
Commentaries
and a book that was a precursor to the American Revolution:
Thank you very much. I must admit to you that it’s quite intimidating to come to a meeting of
this nature a conference of this nature that is billed as a look into China. Annette and others
here are far more capable of providing that kind of analytical approach when it comes to
presenting something here. I guess I would feel more comfortable if my task were to look at
China than to look into because it is of course challenging for many of us, those in the west, to
have that kind of insight.
I remember when we had a debate in the Congress of the United States about Permanent
Normal Trade Relations (PNTR) with China and I was opposed to it, and I still am. We had a lot
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of people, a lot of my colleagues kept saying, “If we do this, if we provide this kind of economic
basis for the Chinese people and if in fact their economy begins to move along and grow then
that will in fact eventually lead to the demise of the communist government and there will be
some sort of Jeffersonian democracy that will break out all over China because of this.”

I thought that was odd that they would use that as a reason for passing PNTR because of
course while we were being told by my colleagues, who were in favor of it, that this would be the
demise of the government, the dictatorship; at the same time the government was here lobbying
like crazy for PNTR. And there is some irony there, and I said to my colleagues at the time,
“Who do you think knows more about China, the Chinese government or us, those of us here in
the Congress of the United States who, I guess if you have a bill in front of you that has the
word China in it, all of a sudden anyone who supports it becomes a China scholar. The fact is of
course that there are benefits and there are hopes that arise out of the fact that the Chinese
economy is prospering quickly but there are also some down sides and we’ll talk about that.
Now it’s true that this fifty-six year old death grip that the Chinese Communist Party holds on the
levers of political power in China is one of the longest running of any political party in modern
history. But like the National Party that preceded it and the communist regimes of Eastern
Europe and the PRI of Mexico we may actually be able to say that the days of enjoying such a
stranglehold are may be numbered. Because beneath the rosy reports of China’s rapidly
growing economy, discontent among the Chinese people is also growing and the Chinese
leaders know it.

I was told that nothing was as ever frightening to the leaders in Beijing as the day they woke up
and looked outside and saw 10,000 people in protest in Tiananmen Square and they could not
figure out, this is of course in regard to the Falun Gong, and they could not imagine how this
possibly could have happened in a country totally controlled by this dictatorship. And of course
it’s a pretty scary thing in a country like China.
Protests that began on July 4th, some interesting irony there, have forced a halt to the
production of a pharmaceutical plant just south of Shanghai, the showcase city in China.
Protesters are fed up with the official corruption and lack of accountability from party officials.
Now China has suffered a series of such protests in the vast, poor countryside, home to more
than eight hundred million people, who have largely failed to share in the country’s economic
boom. Protesters are beginning to complain more frequently about incompetent or corrupt local
governments, the seizure of farmland for real estate development, pollution and other problems.

Unfortunately we rarely read about these developments in Chinese state run media, or in the
American business publications giddy with Chinese fever.
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(Nine Commentaries on the Communist Party published by Broadbook Press)
Of course it is encouraging to us all to see the seeds of democracy cropping up. It is doubtful
that the Chinese government will emulate Taiwan’s government example and let the seeds
grow. As was mentioned by Annette China’s newest tactic to deflect criticism is to fan the
flames of Chinese nationalism. It is also a very good indicator, it seems to me, that they know
they’ve got a problem and the problem is growing. We have watched recently as Chinese
leadership has orchestrated violent anti-Japanese protests and passed the so called anti
succession law, authorizing a military strike against Taiwan.

Also as was mentioned by Stephen that the general of the People’s Liberation Army and the
head of the national defense university told a group of reporters that China should consider a
nuclear first strike against the United States. Shortly there after I did introduce a measure that
the Chinese government repudiate the comments and the general be removed from his
position, the amendment was added to the State Department reauthorization.
Many Americans are disturbed and surprised that such nationalistic saber rattling plays well in
China. They fail to understand however that whereas despite China’s recent economic growth
most Chinese people remain closed off from much of the Western world. American companies
often assist the Chinese governments to keep it that way. And that’s what I was saying about
the downside of this great economic boom and the PNTR because we have provided China with
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not only the market for the consumer goods that it produces but we have also provided China
with the technology to control the population to a greater extent than it has ever been able to do
so.
Microsoft’s new web portal MSN spaces is suppose to give people in China an online outlet for
expressing themselves. But the Chinese version blocks words and subjects that Beijing
considers subversive and this is something we helped them produce. Cisco Systems, Cisco
producing technology that will allow a way for the Chinese government to more carefully and
effectively monitor the actions of its people. And why not, it’s a big contract. After all won’t we all
prosper by that; won’t these corporations do well and as a result the United States will do well
and as a result pretty soon we’ll all be holding hands watching Oprah and singing “kum bai ah.”

I don’t know how that translates some people get it I guess. In that MSN software the user tries
to post a message that includes words such as democracy, freedom, Taiwan, Falun Gong or
human rights and an automatic message pops up warning the person not to use prohibited
language.
The communist party in China is also making major investments in military build ups in fact the
Pentagon released it’s latest assessment of the military build up; it includes advanced aircraft,
submarines and 700 short range ballistic missiles. Far more than China needs to subdue
Taiwan. China is clearly gearing up for a military conflict and of course we are paying for it.

We are providing them with the economic ability to create a military that will threaten us and
certainly threatened Taiwan and can prove to be the ultimate distraction for us. I also believe
China’s as I say gearing up for a military conflict designed to achieve its geopolitical objectives
and these are objectives I believe extend beyond Taiwan; designed to help the CCP avoid
domestic criticism.

Like the growing phenomena protesting and petitioning in China, reports of Chinese officials
quitting the communist party are certainly good news; and members of the party throughout
China quitting the party. The proponents of democracy in China need help from friends of
freedom around the world people who stand for a democratic Taiwan and people who stand for
human rights. Perhaps most importantly like the writers of The Epoch Times who report the
abuses of the communist party and the Beijing regime to the people of China and the world;
those are the folks that are necessary.

"As I sat here listening to the Nine Commentaries, it stuck
me and I’m sure I’m not the only person in here to be
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struck by the fact that this may very well be similar to a
document that was written a couple of hundred years ago,
here in the United States. A document at the time, a
certainly I think the author was even surprised how quickly
and readily it was accepted and that was called Common
Sense and that was written by a gentleman by the name of
Thomas Paine. And many people believed that it was the
intellectual and underpinning for the Revolution in the
United States, the Revolution against Great Britain. It was
incredible the number of copies sold in a very short time
and it did give people hope.
I think when they read those statements, I think that the
colonists looked at it and said, “You know here in one
place somebody willing to say the things that needed to be
said, willing to lay out in an unequivocal fashion what are
our grievances and what is the solution.” And because it
was just as the title said common sense, people connected
to it in a way that I think eventually again led to some of the
greatest events the world has ever known. Certainly the
Nine Commentaries I think have that possibility. They lay
things out in a truthful manner for people to see and they
set out a path for people to take."
I believe with all my heart that one of the most dangerous games we can play in the world in a
foreign policy arena are those games that encourage and are based on ambiguity; so that no
one really knows what your intentions are, no one would know what you would do under any
particular circumstances, the United States or anyone else. I think that this is dangerous. I think
it leads to other countries testing, constantly testing, constantly pushing, constantly messaging,
and trying to figure out just how far they can go and that’s a dangerous thing. And I think the
common sense approach is to be quite clear in our foreign policy with China and the rest of the
world as to exactly what we would do; there was no ambiguity in the mutually destruction policy
that we operated on for 40 years.
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We said without hesitation, “If you do this, if you launch a military strike against the United
States, this will be the consequence, we will launch a strike against Russia. That mutually
assured destruction concept kept us safe I believe for 40 years. It stopped the missiles from
flying; the thousands of missiles that were pointed at each other. It was a common sense thing
in a way. Scary, true but there was no ambiguity there. I believe that it is important for the
United States to clearly set out what its goals are and what its position is vis-a-vis Taiwan; what
we would do should not be ambiguous. Will we come to their aid if they are attacked?

If the president is to be taken at his word, he said at his inauguration, you may recall, “That
wherever people stand for liberty we will stand with them.” And we are going to test the principle
that ideas do have power because if ideas can actually have power and overrule the power that
is placed against them by the government of China, if ideas can prosper in a way as to force a
change in China then that is the ultimate test of that theory that ideas have power. And I believe
they do.

I believe that this is our greatest hope. It is not just the threat of some sort of military action that
will keep us safe, it is the threat of that action, the promise that we will defend the ability for that
idea to grow. Because the idea is the thing with power; the idea of freedom and personal
liberties. That does move people, people all over the world, people in every culture and from
every background.
So we can devise foreign policy, place our hope in the power of ideas and we can of course
pray for a peaceful world in which those ideas can bring prosperity to everyone and peace. So I
want to thank you very much for the opportunity you’ve given me share a few thoughts about
China and to look at China from a Westerners point of view and again thank you very much for
having me here.

A brief summary of Jiu-Ping (Nine Commentaries on the Communist Party)
As the title suggests, Jiu-Ping consists of nine chapters:
Faced with the nearly impossible task of clarifying the CCP’s nature, its history, current practice,
and future in a single book, the authors of Jiu-Ping did a fine job in striking a balance between
scope and depth. Historical facts, stories and anecdotes are used to support the analysis and
conclusions.
The nine chapters are divided according to the Party’s different attributes, or characteristics,
rather than along socio-economic lines, or policies. Each chapter reads like a complete paper,
with a foreword, main contents, a conclusion and references (in the English version). Here we
only touch on the contents. The synopsis that follows can in no way capture the depth and
breathe of the entire book. We therefore recommend reading the Nine Commentaries in its
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entirety to achieve a full understanding of all that it encompasses.

1) Rhetoric or Common Sense?
In November 2004，the New York based media company Epoch Times published a series of
editorials under the title
Jiu Ping Gong Chan Dang (Nine Commentaries on the Communist Party)
. These articles, first published in Chinese, and later translated into 32 languages, were
compiled into a book, which is commonly called
Jiu-Ping
in Chinese. After a comprehensive review of the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP’s) history
and policies, this book delivered a stern verdict: “The demise of the Chinese Communist Party
is only a matter of time.” [1]
Despite the Chinese government’s ban, the book became an instant sensation. Electronic files,
CD’s and paper copies have found their way to millions in China, while overseas Chinese have
been able to read the book openly in hard copy or electronic form and watch the video on You
Tube and countless other sites.
For Chinese people living in the Mainland, reading Jiu-Ping for the first time is an unusual
experience. Citing the CCP’s own publications and credible historical facts,
Jiu-Ping
used critical analysis and facts to portray a dark picture of the party. For a majority of Chinese
people who have never experienced political freedom, the book’s unequivocal criticisms of the
Communist Party have caused mixed emotions: rejoicing, awakening, sadness, or nervousness.
For anyone who cares about China, it is hard to feel indifferent.
Gao Zhisheng, a leading human rights lawyer and Nobel Peace Prize nominee said: “(Jiu Ping)’
s penetrating analysis reveals the CCP’s nature and values. It has awakened many Chinese
people who, over the past few decades, have become used to and numb about the status quo.
Now they suddenly see the party’s rotten nature.” [2]
Another Nobel Peace Prize contender and exiled democratic activist Wei Jingsheng called Jiu-P
ing
a
“symbol” that “reflects the thinking of many Chinese people.”[3]
Judging from its style and content, Jiu-Ping was probably the result of collaboration: the authors
were well versed in the Chinese language and history, and they knew how to talk to ordinary
Chinese people. Perhaps for personal safety, they chose to remain anonymous.
Jiu-Ping’s broad appeal to the Chinese populace was phenomenal. Starting on December 4,
2004, less than a month after
Jiu-Ping’s publication, postings by individuals to
denounce their past and current affiliations with the Party and other communist organizations
began to pour in to a special Epoch Times website. [4] Soon, millions followed.
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Over the past five years, postings representing 64 million individuals have been registered. This
movement has provided people with a rare communication channel to openly voice their
indignation to the CCP and to sever their associations with all Communist organizations. The
Chinese term for these actions is San-Tui, or “three-quits,” withdrawing from three levels of
Communist organizations: the
Communist Party, the
Communist Youth League, and the Young Pioneers.
The impact of Jiu-Ping and San-Tui is clearly felt in China. In the West, however, many China
experts and the public apparently have not realized its significance. Independent reviews of the
book by non-Chinese are few and far in between. Some felt uncomfortable about the book’s
rhetoric. A Canadian historian blamed the book for “lack of balance and nuance.” [5].
The lack of attention to Jiu-Ping and San-Tui in the West is not surprising. When dealing with
issues related to China, many China experts tend to take a scholarly attitude and try not to take
things personal. To them, China is a subject for academic study or policy debate. It is
unprofessional to take sides.
It’s hard to blame those whose understanding of the totalitarian society comes from books and
movies, but for millions of Chinese living in the communist society for their entire life, reading
the book and breaking their association with the Party are very personal. It is hard not to feel
passionate.
Jiu-Ping is an unconventional book, and the San-Tui movement is not a typical democracy
movement, but today’s China is also an unusual society. To understand the country and
mentality of its people, one needs to think the Chinese way.
Jiu-Ping
has inspired millions of Chinese to think the unthinkable. Maybe it can provide some insight to
others who are interested in China’s future.
Not all Westerners are skeptical, though.
In a book review on Amazon.com, a German reader wrote:
“This book is different from everything about communism before. Even such famous books as 1
984
, mainly focused on the METHODS that communist nations use to control people, but
1984
didn't analyze the communist ideology itself… in my opinion it (Jiu-Ping) is still by far the best
book on the subject even for Westerners, ...” [6]
Attending a National Press Club Forum in July 2005, U.S. Congressman Tom Tancredo made
an interesting analogy. He believed that Jiu-Ping “may very well be similar to a document that
was written a couple of hundred years ago … called
Common Sense
.” [7]
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Congressman Tancredo’s comparison of the two books was very relevant.
Two centuries ago, Mr. Paine’s biblical references, his clear logic, and his simple yet incendiary
language in Common Sense provided Americans with the conviction to claim their freedom from
the English monarchy.
Today, Jiu-Ping’s provocative revelations, its strong arguments and convincing conclusions
may very well make it the
Common Sense of the 21st Century that kindles
Chinese people to reclaim their freedom and their lost traditions from the Communist Party.
2)

2) San - Tui (withdraw till it falls)
San-Tui, or quitting from three communist organizations, was a direct result of Jiu-Ping. It
offered the Chinese people a way to free their hearts and souls from the Communist despot. But
San-Tui’s unconventional nature puzzles some, especially Westerners.
The first San-Tui announcement published on the Epoch Times website appeared on
December 4, 2004. Using his real name, Mr. Lu Xueli from Canada wrote:
“Having read the Epoch Times editorial the Nine Commentaries on the Communist Party, I felt
extremely happy. The articles expressed exactly what I always wanted to say but did not know
how. They further enhanced my understanding of the CCP’s evil nature.”
“Joining the CCP was a choice I made against my own conscience. I feel deeply ashamed that I
was a member of this wicked group. Therefore, I solemnly announce my resignation from the
CCP. What I wrote and said in my applications to the Party, the Youth League and the Young
Pioneers, in my oath and thought reports are now completely nullified. I demand that the Party
refund all my membership dues.” [4]
Personal announcements of San-Tui quickly poured in. By the end of December 2004, the
website had registered postings for 2,591 people; by the end of 2005, the number had
increased to 6.7 million; by November 2009, the tally reached 64 million. [8]
Falun Gong practitioners have played an essential role in promoting Jiu-Ping and encouraging
San-Tui. Overseas practitioners have been sending the book via emails and faxes, while fellow
practitioners in China have produced millions of CD’s and hard copies for free distribution to the
public.
According to the CCP’s Constitution, “Party members are free to withdraw from the Party.” [9]
But in reality, exercising this right equals political suicide. Many members who fundamentally
oppose the Party principles choose to stay. In addition to political concerns, they have to worry
about their basic rights, jobs, pensions, housing, medical care, travel permits, and personal
safety, not to mention that the potential harm usually extends to their families.
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To accommodate the vast majority who wish to sever their ties with the CCP, but do not wish to
jeopardize their life, the San-Tui website allows public announcements using pseudonyms.
Members of the Party can still participate in Party activities after their clandestine resignation.
The key is the “intention of the heart.” If a person has denounced the CCP in his heart, then the
person is unlikely to have any loyalty to the Party, and will choose to do the right thing at the
right time. To the CCP, these people are like political time bombs.
The method to quit the Party is simple. One can send a note to the Epoch Times website [4]
using online postings, emails, faxes, phone calls or letters. To facilitate requests from the vast
number of ordinary Chinese citizens, mainland Falun Gong practitioners often risk their lives to
relay thousands of San-Tui requests every day.
Past members are encouraged to quit their old memberships retroactively. Non-party members
are encouraged to denounce their association with the Communist Youth League or the Young
Pioneer from earlier in their lives. Although the exact number of the current and past members
of the three-tier communist groups is unknown, it is safe to assume that the majority of the
Chinese population has had some affiliation with the Party. Few Chinese have joined none of
these groups.
Since San-Tui is an open activity in the public domain, the numbers are impossible to verify.
Foul play by anyone, including the CCP, is always a possibility, but the authenticity of the
San-Tui
movement itself should not be questioned. As a writer pointed out in a recent Christian Science
Monitor article on Jiu-Ping and
San-Tui:
“The numbers are really not the point. For those who do send in their statements disavowing the
party, the postings offer a rare platform to vent frustrations, discuss ideas, share stories of
suffering, or find forgiveness.” [10]
In October 2005, during a forum in Paris, former Chinese police officer Hao Fengjun told a
reporter, “I believe the ‘five million who quit the CCP’ is a very conservative number, because
(many) people in China can not register on the Epoch Times website. In addition, a number of
CCP officials can not express their real intention. So the real number should be far greater than
five million.” [11]
From all indications, the San-Tui movement has been widely spread, which poses a threat to
the Party.

3）The party’s headache
From its onset, the momentum created by Jiu-Ping and San-Tui caught the CCP off guard. For
eight months, the Party remained silent. The CCP’s leadership appeared to have no strategy.
Openly criticizing the book would surely help publicize it in China. Ignoring it might be seen as a
sign of vulnerability or even an admission of guilt.
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Finally in July 2005, the CCP’s Vice Minister of Organization, Li Jingtian, spoke out. During a
press conference, Li declared, “Recently some overseas websites published stories about
several thousand party members quitting the CCP. Based on our investigation, these were
fabricated rumors.” [12]
But according to Epoch Times, as of July 2005, the number of San-Tui announcements had
reached 2.8 million. [13]
As a high ranking party organizer, Mr. Li’s comment probably reflected the CCP’s damage
control plan: by denying the authenticity of San-Tui, the party believed it could shrug off the
serious questions raised by
Jiu-Ping.
However, by downplaying the number by a factor of 1000, the vice minister’s denial looked
lame.
Messages from low profile media were less subtle.
In a January 2005, two months after Jiu-Ping’s publication, Zhong Guo Fan Xie Jiao Wang
(China Anti Evil Cult Net) – a CCP sponsored anti Falun Gong website – published an interview
with an anonymous official, who admitted that
Jiu
-Ping
was no joke, “Looking at this book,
Jiu-Ping
, from either its scale or its contents, it is the most serious challenge to the Chinese government
by an evil cult organization and all kinds of anti-China forces in the entire history.” [14]
Some local government publications also reflected the Party’s anxiety. For instance, in 2005, in
Hunan’s Yueyang City, Police Chief Fu Shaoxiang said,
“After the Nine Commentaries on the Chinese Communist Party was published, Falun Gong
people intensified their activities and made frequent contacts with each other. Some Falun
Gong activists even openly persuade party members to quit the party. Their anti-CCP and
anti-government nature has been exposed completely.” [15]
In is a common understanding among the Chinese police that one of their primary jobs is to stop
the spread of the Jiu-Ping and San-Tui movement. Many Falun Gong practitioners found
supporting these activities were arrested, tortured or even killed.
On March 16, 2008, Ms. Jia Yan of Heilongjiang Province died in Police custody. [16] Nine days
later, on March 25, 68 year-old Ms. Xia Yuanlan of Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region also
died in detention [17]. The two women lived three thousand miles apart, and probably never
knew each other, but they were arrested for the same “crime”: distributing the Nine
Commentaries to the public. Their tragic deaths reflect just how desperate the CCP had
become in trying to halt the Jiu-Ping and San-Tui movement.
Although the CCP hates to admit Jiu-Ping’s impact, its Internet firewall strategy gave it away. In
joint research by Harvard, Cambridge and the University of Toronto in 2005, researchers found
that the Chinese word
Jiu-Ping ranked Number One
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among the most blocked words on the Chinese Internet. [18]
In China, the Party’s battle with Jiu-Ping and San-Tui has been largely low key and defensive,
but outside of its border, the Chinese government has been willing to go on the offense. In May
2008, in New York City, a top Chinese diplomat personally instigated thousands of
pro-communist to assault American Falun Gong practitioners who were voicing their support of
the
San-Tui movement at a site in
Flushing. This highly publicized event was hailed by the Chinese media as a spontaneous
patriotic action by overseas Chinese. In a recorded phone conversation, however, Chinese
Consul General Peng Keyu admitted that he provided guidance (to pro-communist community
leaders) to attack Falun Gong. “I have done it. I do it frequently, including this time, when I went
out to the scene . . . I have even agitated them.” Peng said. [19]
Per a New York Post report, the State Department considered expulsion of Peng, but stopped.
[20] Although Peng’s action seemed reckless, even stupid, it highlighted the CCP’s frustration
over
Jiu-Ping and San-Tui. The Party fears – for good reason – that the
growing discontent among the Chinese people, fueled by
JiuPing
and
San-Tui,
could one day topple the communist empire.

4）What would Reagan say?
In his first term, President Reagan began to question his predecessors’ Cold War foreign policy.
Unconvinced of the strategy of “peaceful coexistence” and “containment,” the president decided
to take a new approach to pursue World Peace. During a speech at a religious conference in
1983, President Reagan called the Soviet Union an “evil empire.”
The president warned the Americans not “to ignore the facts of history and the aggressive
impulses of an evil empire, to simply call the arms race a giant misunderstanding and thereby
remove yourself from the struggle between right and wrong and good and evil.” [21]
The president’s speech was strongly criticized by pundits as the “simple-minded ideologue” of a
“reckless cowboy.” [22]
But his supporters argued forcefully for the president’s strong message.
In a Policy Review article titled Seventy Years of Evil: Soviet Crimes from Lenin to Gorbachev,
Heritage Foundation Scholar Michael Johns listed 208 acts by the Soviet Union that
demonstrated their evil inclination, thus providing evidence to support labeling the Soviet Union
as an “evil empire.” [23] Johns accused the Soviet Union of being “history's most sophisticated
apparatus of rule by terror,” and condemned its “crushing of the human spirit.” John’s article,
along with other publications, convinced the Americans to support their president to win the
Cold War.
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Those who blamed Reagan for using “provocative rhetoric” soon found themselves on the
wrong side of history.
China, the last stronghold of global communism, is on its way to becoming the next superpower.
The debate on the “evil empire” could be applied to the CCP regime without much modification.
Based on Jiu-Ping’s revelations, the CCP may have surpassed its Soviet mentor in both cruelty
and shrewdness. Although the Cold War is over, and the Chinese Communists have allowed
more economic freedom, the fundamental question of “right and wrong and good and evil”
remains the same.
If Ronald Reagan were still alive and well today, would he blame Jiu-Ping for “lack of balance
and nuance?” Would he criticize the
San-Tui
movement due to its unverifiable headcount? Probably not.
Historically, many overwhelmingly complex events had a simple cause. People with great
wisdom could see the cause and find ways to solve it.
For 64 million Chinese people, Jiu-Ping has shown them the root cause of China’s
troubles, and
San-Tui is their personal
contribution to fix them.
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